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Abstract—Broadcast transmission mode in ad hoc networks is
critical to manage multihop routing or providing medium access
control (MAC)-layer fairness. In this paper, it is shown that a
higher capacity to exchange information among neighbors may be
obtained through a physical-MAC cross-layer design of the broad-
cast protocol exploiting signal separation principles. Coherent
detection and separation of contending nodes is possible through
training sequences which are selected at random from a reduced
set. Guidelines for the design of this set are derived for a low
impact on the network performance and the receiver complexity.

Index Terms—Broadcast transmission, cross-layer design, scal-
ability, signal processing-oriented solution, topology transparent,
uncoordinated transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N AD HOC networks, the distributed control approach
adds to mobile stations the responsibility of, among others,

discovering the neighbors and maintaining connections. Such
information must be periodically exchanged, i.e., each node
must periodically broadcast packets to reach all its neighbors
and to demodulate all broadcasted packets sent by them. This
information exchange is usually carried out over a contention
channel. Throughput and delay performance of high loaded
channels of contention type is very poor due to collisions. In the
ad hoc networks context, this is often referred to as the broad-
cast storm problem [1]. Some protocols tackle the problem of
broadcasting to all the nodes in the network (see [1]), but to the
best of our knowledge, few are the algorithms that concentrate
on efficient information broadcast only to neighbors one node
away and allowing, at the same time, efficient spatial reuse
(see, for instance, [2] and [3]). In [4], the use of time-division
multiple-access (TDMA) scheduling based on the properties
of the latin squares is presented. The protocol definition does
not require knowledge of the network topology, and guarantees
a throughput above the trivial TDMA assignment of one time
slot per node. The basic principle is the retransmission of the
packet several times, according to a pattern which matches
the patterns of neighboring nodes. In this way, every terminal
receives a packet sent by another close by terminal during one
of the repetitions for sure.
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These techniques rarely consider the additional gains con-
veyed by the joint medium access control-physical (MAC-PHY)
design (e.g., in [3] and [4] the retransmitted packets are not com-
bined). On the other hand, the network-assisted diversity mul-
tiple-access (NDMA) protocol [5]–[7] provided an innovative
signal processing-oriented solution for resolving collisions over
the random access channel of cellular slotted systems. NDMA
protocol does not discard colliding packets at the base station
(BS) but combines them at the PHY layer, thus requiring con-
venient BS-scheduled retransmissions to extract the information
of each individual terminal. Under the assumption of perfect
reception, NDMA protocol only requires as many uplink re-
transmission slots as colliding packets to resolve the collision.
Thus, NDMA protocol dramatically enhances the throughput
and delay performance in spite of the overhead penalty needed
to identify the multiplicity of collisions and the required down-
link feedback channel per collision to schedule retransmissions.

The applicability of the NDMA protocol is not straightfor-
ward in the ad hoc case, but benefits of retransmissions com-
bining at the receiver may be also exploited. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no work addressing this topic. In this
paper, we investigate the benefits of retransmission combining
for broadcasting in ad hoc networking with and without com-
bining retransmissions. It is seen that the cross-layer design may
convey substantial gains in throughput.

Section II addresses differences between cellular and ad hoc
setups from the retransmission combining point of view. The
considered ad hoc network model is described in Section III.
Section IV describes the retransmission combining scheme.
Section V is devoted to define the performance parameters,
while Section VI is devoted to their optimization. Section VII
addresses the possible causes of performance losses of the
retransmission combining scheme. Performance simulations
validating the derived theoretical results are included in
Section VIII. Finally, Section IX concludes the paper.

II. COMBINING RETRANSMISSIONS

Two differences with respect to the cellular case making im-
possible the direct application of the NDMA protocol in ad hoc
networks. First, transmissions over the random access channel
in cellular systems have a unique intended receiver, which is
the BS. Thus, all colliding packets must be scheduled for re-
transmission with the purpose of packet separation and demod-
ulation. In contrast, within ad hoc systems, packets involved
in a collision at any receiving node are not always intended to
this receiver and, thus, not all collision-implicated packets must
be scheduled for retransmission. Such is the case of transmis-
sions over unicast channels, like request-to-send (RTS) packets
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Fig. 1. Ad hoc transmissions. (a) Broadcast type. (b) Unicast type.

or best effort data traffic. In broadcast channels, the situation is
different and all received packets must be separated before de-
coding. Fig. 1 illustrates possible situations of collisions in both
unicast and broadcast ad hoc transmissions. Solid arrows indi-
cate the intended recipient/s of transmitting nodes. Dashed lines
point to interfering relays, which are in the range of an intended
transmission.

In both situations, multiple packets arrive at A. In the unicast
situation [Fig. 1(b)], a collision of multiplicity 2 occurs, but the
intended recipient of B’s packet is not A. Thus, node A may
not ask B for retransmission to resolve the collision. A sees B’s
packet as an interfering signal. The number of retransmissions
the node A needs from C to resolve the collision depends on
the power of B’s packet and the presence or absence in subse-
quent slots of this or other interferers. It follows that in general,
more retransmissions from C than the collision multiplicity are
needed to separate the C’s signal from that of other neighbors
and, thus, resolve the collision. By merging interference can-
cellation techniques ([8] and references there in) with retrans-
mission combining, the number of required retransmissions to
resolve the collision may be reduced and approach the collision
multiplicity [9]. However, the price to be paid when using in-
terference cancellation is a reduction of the channel rate [8], the
use of multiple antennas, and/or the need for a more complex
receiver [8], [10], which is only possible to some extent in ad
hoc networks.

Conversely, in the broadcast situation Fig. 1(a), although the
collision multiplicity is 4, the intended recipient of every single
colliding packet is A. Thus, A might ask for retransmission of
all the packets involved in the collision and resolve it in as many
slots as the collision multiplicity.

The second difference between ad hoc and cellular systems
also complicates the application of the NDMA protocol even
for broadcast transmissions. In cellular systems, scheduling for
retransmissions is performed over a contention free channel, in
the downlink (DL). Transmission of contention free feedback is
no longer possible for nodes within an ad hoc wireless network.
By direct application of the NDMA protocol to the ad hoc envi-
ronment, scheduling information for retransmissions would also
be exposed to collisions, which directly entails high throughput
loss and delay penalties.

In this paper, it is investigated the performance of an
NDMA-based scheme for broadcasting which takes advantage
of retransmissions combining, while eliminating the necessity
of scheduling retransmissions. The following section explains
the assumptions about the network model and Section IV
describes the feedback-free NDMA scheme (FF-NDMA).

Fig. 2. Radio frame allocation.

Fig. 3. Contention period definition.

III. NETWORK MODEL

The multiaccess scheme assumed is time slotted, so there is
a need for synchronization. The broadcast channel is defined by
a set of particular time slots within allocated radio frames. A
time slot in every frame or in a subset of all frames can be allo-
cated for broadcasting. Fig. 2 illustrates a possible radio frame
assignment.

In the phase of nodes discovery and maintenance, all nodes
transmit with a fixed power. It follows that the number of neigh-
bors of any node is a random variable and depends on the spa-
tial distribution of users and the shadowing/fading propagating
conditions. Each node schedules its own packet transmissions,
i.e., nodes have the same hierarchy (the network is not cluster-
based). Nodes cannot transmit and receive simultaneously, i.e.,
nodes are half-duplex.

It is assumed that broadcast traffic is symmetric among all
neighboring nodes, and it has homogeneous statistics across the
whole network. The transmitted packet format is also assumed
the same for all nodes.

IV. FF-NDMA SCHEME

Retransmission combining is possible if a receiving node de-
tects collisions of the same neighbors during as many slots as the
number of collided neighbors. NDMA protocol forces this situa-
tion by scheduling retransmissions. Such a situation but without
feedback is also achievable by forcing every node to transmit the
same packet during a fixed number of slots and, thus allowing
resolving collisions of up to packets at the receiver. In other
words, for the purpose of resolving collisions of up to packets
without feedback the packet transmission time is enlarged from
1 to slots. In the following, the packet transmission time is re-
ferred to as the contention period (CP) and the number of slots
in a CP as the CP length (CPL) (see Fig. 3). Note that in
fact, in such an operation scheme, every collision of up to
packets is prevented in a CP of length .

Users are restricted to start transmission of packets only
at contention period boundaries. Thus, synchronization at
contention period level is required. Each terminal transmits
the same packet times within a contention period with
probability (transmission probability) and listens to other
nodes transmissions and demodulates them with probability
1- , i.e., nodes either transmit a packet or listen for other
nodes transmissions in the successive slots of the contention
period. Every node chooses at random the contention periods
for transmission. No coordinated scheduling of the chosen
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periods among nodes is assumed, so, multiple neighbors may
transmit within the same contention period.

At every node, the received signal in a contention period is
combined when the receiver is listening. Synchronization at the
symbol level is assumed. The received signal in a contention
period of length slots, where users are present, may be
arranged in vector form as follows:

...
...

. . .
...

...
... (1)

where contains the information symbols of the th user’s
packet

(2)

and are the received signal and noise samples in the th
slot of a CP, respectively, and the element of the matrix
A, is the received signal amplitude of user , which re-
sults from combination of transmitted power and propagation
channel loss.

The separation of users is possible if matrix is full column
rank. If the channel is fading and low channel correlation is ob-
served between retransmissions, this condition is fulfilled with
probability 1. When the propagation channel conditions are very
static, this condition may be fulfilled by choosing a random
phase in transmission , uniformly distributed in and ,
as was recognized in [5].

The coherent reception of multiple packets may be achieved
through minimum mean-square error (MMSE), BLUE, or other
computationally efficient receivers [11], and its probability of
error affects the performance of the described scheme. The anal-
ysis of this aspect is deferred to a forthcoming publication.

For the coherent reception, the packets in a CP have to be
identified uniquely and the components of the mixing matrix

have to be estimated for each user. For the purpose of
channel estimation, users accessing the channel in the same CP
must use different training sequences (pilot symbols usually em-
bedded in the slot format). At the same time, these sequences
may be used for the purpose of identifying uniquely the packets
in a CP if users use the same training sequence in all the slots
of the CP. So, both channel estimation and user identification
may be performed jointly by merely correlating the received
signal with the possible training sequences. If uncoordinated se-
lection of the training sequence is desired, the sequence selec-
tion must be performed at random. In this case, we will consider
that the users selecting the same training sequence cannot be
separated, whilst other users involved in the collision having dif-
ferent training sequences are not affected. Performance degra-
dation of the described scheme due to the random selection of
training sequences is treated in detail in Section VII.

Under the assumptions that the channel is error free and users
may be uniquely identified, we will say that a MAC multipacket
reception (MPR) collision occurs when the number of colliding
users in a CP is greater than the number of slots in a CP ( is a

Fig. 4. Example of transmission in the broadcast channel.

fat matrix and in (1) cannot be estimated). A MAC MPR col-
lision causes the loss of all the packets in a contention period.1

Fig. 4 exemplifies how the described scheme works for a
simple network of three nodes when the contention period is
of length 3. In the first CP, nodes A and B transmit, while D
receives. D receives from both A and B. Under the assumption
that only MAC MPR collisions may occur, D is able to demod-
ulate both packets because the length of the contention period is
3, which is larger than the collision multiplicity. In the second
CP, B is now receiving and is able to demodulate packets from
both A and D. Node A demodulates packets from both D and B
in third CP. In the fourth CP, B and D receive a packet from A,
in the fifth CP, A and B receive a packet from D, and finally, in
the sixth CP, A and D receive a packet from B.

The performance of the described scheme depends on the
transmission probability , the CPL, , and the number of
neighbors per node . In next section, performance parameters
are defined as a function of , and .

V. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

For the performance analysis only MAC MPR collisions are
considered first, i.e., the transmission channel is assumed to be
ideal and each node transmits with a unique training sequence.
Section VII addresses the loss of performance experienced when
training sequences are selected at random from a reduced set.
The parameters measuring the performance of the network are
described here.

A. Aggregate Throughput (AT)

The AT of a node with neighbors is defined as the
average number of packets per slot a node receives from all its
neighbors, and may be expressed as

(3)

1This is a worst case approximation. In practice, there will be a nonzero prob-
ability of detecting one of the users, especially if its received power is larger than
the rest.
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where

(4)

is the probability that over nodes transmit a packet in a CP.
The term in (3) is due to the half-duplex operation of
nodes.

B. Effective Throughput (ET)

The ET of a node with neighbors is defined as the
average number of received packets per slot and neighbor. Since
all users are statistically identical, the throughput a node sees
from a given neighbor is given by

(5)

C. Network Aggregate Throughput (NAT)

The NAT is defined as the average number of packets
per slot a node receives

(6)

where designates the expectation operator. is an
average measure of the AT for all the nodes in the network. It
depends on the probability density function of the number of
neighbors a node may have.

D. Network Effective Throughput

The network effective throughput (NET) , is defined as
the average number of packets per slot and per neighbor a node
receives

(7)

and, it is an average measure of the ET for all the nodes in the
network. As the NAT, it depends on the probability density func-
tion of the number of neighbors nodes may have.

E. Delay

The probability of receiving a packet from a given neighbor
in slots is given by

(8)

where is the probability of receiving a packet from a
given neighbor in a contention period of length . When con-
sidering only MAC MPR collisions, is the product of
three factors

(9)

From left to right, the probability of the receiver listening to
the contention period , the probability a given neighbor
transmits , and the probability of up to , other neighbors
transmit

(10)

characterizes the rate at which information exchange
between nodes may be performed (network topology, channel
state information). Note that for must be a mul-
tiple of .

VI. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

The objective of this section is to determine the optimum
values of the contention period length and the transmission
probability , so as to distribute adequately the channel re-
sources among users in a nonhomogeneous network, where
different nodes may have different number of neighbors. It is
assumed that the maximum number of neighbors a node may
have is . A meaningful network parameter to optimize
is the ET in (5). The ET is optimized for nodes with
neighbors. This is because those are the nodes in a more dis-
advantageous situation in a heterogeneous network. Note that
maximization of the ET for nodes with neighbors entails
their AT maximization.

The following sections and figures therein illustrate the va-
lidity of the optimization criterion and help to predict the op-
timum values of and .

A. Optimum Values of the Contention Period Length and the
Transmission Probability

Fig. 5 illustrates the AT curves versus the transmission prob-
ability in a CP of nodes having nine and four neighbors for dif-
ferent values of the CPL ranging from 1 to . The AT curves for
higher values of are not depicted because they are below the
curve for , for any transmission probability. This can be
seen as follows: note that the summation term in (3) is for

. Then, for any transmission probability, the relationship
among the AT for and is

(11)

Fixed a , simulation results show that for some values of
the AT and, thus, the ET, may be higher than that for

, as can be seen in Fig. 5(a) and (b). For a fixed , the
value of providing the maximum AT (ET) is referred to as
the optimum CPL and is denoted by , while the maximum
providing an AT (ET) higher than that of is referred to
as the threshold CPL and denoted by .

Note that for a fixed , the transmission probability at which
a maximum in the AT (ET) curve is achieved changes with .
The higher is, the higher is the transmission probability max-
imizing the AT (ET) curve. The rationale is that as increases,
the nodes must increase their transmission probability be-
cause the receiver is able to demodulate neighbor’s packets
per CP. The value of providing a maximum AT (ET) for a
given is denoted by . The value of providing the max-
imum AT (ET) is referred to as the optimum transmission prob-
ability and is denoted by . maximizes the AT (ET) for .

Figs. 6 and 7 show the maximum achievable AT and ET, re-
spectively, for the optimum value of the CPL and for
for different values of . Thus, the used transmission probabil-
ities are those maximizing the AT (ET) curves for
and . In Figs. 6 and 7, it may be observed that both the
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Fig. 5. Aggregate throughput versus transmission probability. (a) Node with
nine neighbors. (b) Node with four neighbors.

AT and the ET gains obtained from combining retransmissions
are not negligible for values of . The AT gain grows with

. Contrarily, the ET decreases as increases, because the gain
in the AT is divided by an increasing number of users.

In Fig. 8, and are depicted as function of the number
of neighbors. As can be observed, both , and increase
with (since more slots in a contention period are desired to de-
modulate more users) but at a lower rate than , because not all
neighbors will be able to transmit during the contention period
(recall that nodes are half-duplex and that a completely unco-
ordinated scheduling of transmissions is assumed). Moreover,
the value of is lower or equal to . The reason for such
difference is also the half-duplex nature of the nodes and the
uncoordinated scheduling.

Fig. 9 illustrates the achievable AT versus transmission prob-
ability of a node with nine neighbors, in case it were full-duplex
(or coordinate scheduling were possible), for values of com-
prised between 1 and 9. The differences in Fig. 9 from the plot
in Fig. 5(a) are due to the suppression of the factor in (3).

Fig. 6. Evolution of the AT as a function of the number of neighbors for the
optimum value of the CPL R and for R = 1.

Fig. 7. Evolution of the ET as a function of the number of neighbors for the
optimum value of the CPL R and for R = 1.

It may be observed in Fig. 9 that and are equal and equal
to . Both and increase at the same rate as .

Although the investigation of achievable gains in cluster
head-based networks [3] (where some centralized scheduling
is possible) is out of the scope of this paper, the results shown
in Fig. 9 give an insight of the achievable throughput gain in
such networks. This will be much higher than in uncoordinated
ones, with the proper scheduling.

An important issue is how the chosen and affects the
throughput per node, when nodes may have different number
of neighbors. As can be observed in Fig. 10(a), for , the
higher is, the lower the ET is, regardless of the transmission
probability. In addition, the higher the transmission probability
is, the larger the differences are between the values of the dif-
ferent ET curves.

On the contrary, if the most connected node in the network
has neighbors, by fixing to be higher or equal to ,
the throughput per neighbor results to be the same regardless of
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Fig. 8. Evolution of R and R as a function of the number of neighbors.

Fig. 9. Aggregate throughput versus transmission probability for a node with
nine neighbors, if nodes were full-duplex.

the number of neighbors. This may be checked by noting that
the AT for may be written as

(12)

and, then, the throughput per neighbor (ET)

(13)

which is independent of . So, by fixing , the
ET of nodes with different number of neighbors is completely
homogenized. However, the maximum ET performance is not
achieved, as deduced from Fig. 8.

For , the higher is, the higher the ET homo-
geneity of nodes is with different number of neighbors. This
may be observed by comparison of Fig. 10(a) and (b). Note that
in Fig. 10(b) the ET curves for are superposed since the
ET is independent of for , as evidenced through (13).

Fixed , the best transmission probability to operate (leading
to the maximum ET) for nodes with is the same. This

Fig. 10. ET of a node with one to nine neighbors versus transmission
probability for different values of R. (a) R = 1. (b) R = 3.

probability is exactly . It may be observed in Fig. 10(b), and
may be computed by maximizing

For , the higher is, lower must be the transmis-
sion probability for a better ET performance. It can also be ob-
served in Fig. 10(a) and (b). The rationale is that as increases,
the transmission probability must be reduced so as to have
packet neighbors per CP. However, note that for the transmission
probability maximizing the ET of nodes with a large number of
neighbors , is guarantied this ET for those nodes with a lower
number of neighbors.

Thus, the conclusion is that in a heterogeneous network, the
best choice for is the selection of the optimum parame-
ters for the most connected node (with neighbors). This
selection provides the maximum achievable ET (AT) to nodes
with neighbors, while a higher throughput than that for
less connected nodes (with ). In other words, the
maximum achievable ET (AT) for nodes with neighbors
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Fig. 11. AT of a node with one to nine neighbors versus transmission
probability for different values of R. (a) R = 1. (b) R = 3.

is guarantied for nodes with a lower number of neighbors. Be-
cause of this, in the following, we will refer to the maximum
achievable ET for nodes with neighbors as the minimum
guarantied ET (MGET). The MGET for is denoted as

. Note that the ET depicted in Fig. 7 is the
when considering .

The is lower as increases. The larger is,
the greater is the length of the contention period and the lower
the transmission probability providing the .

Maximization of the ET for nodes with neighbors is at
the expense of decreasing the maximum achievable ET (AT) of
those nodes with a lower number of neighbors (see Fig. 11).

The optimum values of and are obtained numerically.
First, the values of maximizing the ET (AT) curves are ob-
tained for from 1 to , obtaining possible pairs

(14)

Then, the pair providing a higher ET is chosen.

Fig. 12. (a) Evolution of the NET and (b) NAT when R = 1, as a function
of N , for the values of the transmission probability maximizing the ET of
nodes with N = 1 and N = N neighbors. Different probability density
functions for the number of neighbors have been considered: u, i, and d stand
for uniform, increasing ramp, and decreasing ramp distributions in [1; N ].

In addition to the achievable gains in throughput, notice that
each user may spread the energy associated to every symbol in

retransmissions. Therefore, for a fixed received energy per
symbol, the required transmitted power in each slot decreases as

increases. It means that the throughput gain is not necessarily
achieved with higher energy consumption. The investigation of
this aspect implies the performance study of the receiver and is
deferred for a forthcoming publication.

B. Performance of Other Defined Parameters

Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the NET and the NAT, respec-
tively, when as a function of for the values of
the transmission probability maximizing the ET of nodes with

and neighbors. When a uni-
form distribution is considered for the number of neighbors, the
NET for both values of are approximately the same, regard-
less of . However, when using , channel resources
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Fig. 13. (a) Evolution of the NET and (b) NAT as a function of N , for the
pair (R ;� ) of nodes with N neighbors. Different pdfs for the number of
neighbors have been considered: u, i, and d stand for uniform, increasing ramp,
and decreasing ramp distributions in [1; N ].

are more adequately distributed than when using , because
in the first case, the value of the ET is closer for nodes with one
and neighbors [see Fig. 10(a)]. It may be also deduced
from Fig. 12(b). In this figure, observed is a significant increase
in the NAT when using respect to using .

Note also that the NET performance is less varying depending
on the number of neighbors distribution for the maximizing
the ET of nodes with neighbors . This is also
because resources are better distributed per neighbor in such a
case.

In Fig. 13, is depicted the evolution of the NET and the NAT
as a function of for the values of and providing the

, the pair . As can be observed from comparing
Figs. 12(a) and 13(a), the NET invariance against the number of
neighbors distribution is higher when selecting than
when selecting . In fact, for the three different
distributions considered, it has not been observed any variance
in the NET when using .

Fig. 14. Reception probability versus number of probing slots for nodes with
(a)N = 9 and (b) N = 20 for two different values ofR;R = R , andR = 1.

Considering different distributions for the number of neigh-
boring nodes does not affect the NET but affects the NAT, as
it may be observed in Fig. 13. The optimization criterion was
to provide a MGET regardless the number of neighbors, which
was the ET of the most connected node. Then, the higher is the
probability of having a number of neighbors close to the
higher will be the NAT. It is shown in Fig. 13 that the best NAT
performance is reached when considering the increasing ramp
distribution and the worst when considering the decreasing ramp
one. Therefore, the optimization criterion for the maximization
of the global AT in the network must be different to the one pro-
posed in this work, and should take into account the distribution
in the number of neighbors. The investigation of this aspect is
currently under study.

Gains from retransmission combining may be also seen by
looking at the probability of receiving a packet from a given
neighbor (8) as a function of the number of broadcast slots .
In Fig. 14, this probability is depicted for nodes with and

, and for and . For each , the value of
providing the maximum ET is selected. It may be observed that
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when retransmission combining is used , the probability of
receiving a packet from a given neighbor increases. It can also be
observed from comparing Fig. 14(a) and (b) that the higher is,
the higher the gain obtained is from combining retransmissions,
as it has already been deduced from the throughput expressions.

VII. TRAINING SEQUENCES SELECTION

A. Effects on Performance

In Section IV, it was mentioned that if several users use the
same training sequence, they cannot be separated. In this sec-
tion, we quantify the performance degradation of the presented
scheme due to the random selection of training sequences as
a function of the number of available training sequences. As
previously mentioned, training sequences allow both coherent
packet demodulation and identification of the transmitting users.

A network design in which every user has a unique training
sequence is unrealistic. The number of required training se-
quences and receiver complexity would increase linearly with
the number of network users. In a more feasible design, the
number of training sequences will be much lower than the
number of network users.

Let us assume that a set of training sequences are available
and common to all the users, if users transmit simultaneously,
the probability that a given user does not select the same training
sequence that the other users select is

(15)

and, thus, when taking (15) into account the aggregate
throughput expression [refer to (3)]

(16)

For values of lower than is lower bounded by
, then the throughput in (16) is lower bounded by

(17)

and, therefore, an upper bound of the number of training se-
quences for a loss in performance is given by

(18)

When the number of sequences is small, the throughput (AT
and ET) may be highly affected through (16) and the optimum
value of the CPL may change (decrease).

Fig. 15 shows the effects of the number of training sequences
in the [Fig. 15(a)] and the optimum value of the CPL,

, and [Fig. 15(b)] for a nonhomogeneous network with
, when the exact expression in (16) and the

pessimistic approximation in (17) are considered to recalculate
the . The without taking into account the
limited set of training sequences is 0.043 and may be obtained
from Fig. 5(a) by dividing the maximum AT for by

. In Fig. 15(a), it may be seen that for a performance loss
of the 1% and 5% the number of required training sequences
rounds the 140 and 20, respectively, according to the exact

Fig. 15. Effects of the number of training sequences on performance in the
(a) MGET and in (b) R for a nonhomogeneous network with N = 9.

expression. For the same performance losses, the number of
required training sequences according to the approximation is
about 210 and 40, respectively. The lower is the desired loss
in performance, the higher is the overestimation of given
by (18).

In Fig. 15(b), it may be observed that for a small number
of training sequences, the optimum value of the CP length is
reduced. However, benefits from retransmissions combining

can be obtained with a very low number of training
sequences, which is about ten (approximately ) according
to the approximation and lower than ten according to the exact
expression. The optimum value of (3) is achievable if
is greater than 50 and 30 training sequences according to the
approximation and the exact expression, respectively.

In Fig. 16, the evolution of the AT as a function of the
number of neighbors for different values of is depicted.
The higher is, the higher the performance degradation is
regardless of . This is because for higher , the higher the
optimum is, as was seen in Fig. 8 and, thus, the higher must
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Fig. 16. Evolution of the AT as a function of the number of neighbors for
different values of S.

be the required number of training sequences to avoid users
select the same training sequence. Note that performance losses
increase with the quotient / but at slow rate. When this
quotient is , and ,
performance losses are about the 2% and 7%, respectively. The
number of required training sequences to obtain gains when
using retransmission combining saturates rapidly. However,
the receiver complexity increases linearly with the number of
required training sequences, if not designed properly.

B. Design of Training Sequences Set

The receiver has to incorporate one correlator per possible
training sequence. A solution to reduce the receiver complexity
consists in using training sequences, which are cyclic shifted
versions of one or several basic codes (as in the pilot sequences
in TDD mode of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) [12]). This allows sequential channel estimation of all
active users using the same basic code within one slot. The total
number of available training sequences is the product of the
number of basic codes and the number of possible shifts of
each basic code . Loss of performance due to the random
selection of training sequences will increase when decreasing
both and , but the receiver complexity will only increase
as increases. The number of possible different cyclic shifts to
be used from a basic code in a flat channel is equal to the length
of the basic code. When assuming a length of the basic codes of
512 (as in UMTS-TDD), benefits of retransmission combining
are possible with low-performance degradation by using only a
basic code, as can be deduced from Fig. 16.

VIII. SIMULATIONS

To validate the theoretical results, MGET computation, as
well as the impact of the number of training sequences on the
network performance (a network with 1000 nodes has been sim-
ulated), where the most connected node has nine neighbors.

In Fig. 17, the simulated ET as a function of the number of
neighbors is shown for three different values of (from 1 to 3).
The values of the transmission probability maximizing the ET

Fig. 17. Simulated ET as a function of the number of neighbors for a
nonhomogeneous network where N = 9. Three values of R are depicted
(from 1 to 3). Values of a maximizing the ET for each R are chosen.
Solid, dotted, and dash-dotted lines represents results for R = 3; 2, and 1,
respectively.

for the most connected nodes are taken for each . The optimum
value of when collisions due to training sequences are not
considered is , as may be seen in Fig. 5(a). It may be
observed that for , the optimum value of is still 3,
while for lower values of this does not hold. For ,
the optimum turns to 2 and for it turns to 1. It was
stated in Section VII-A, and theoretical results were shown in
Fig. 15(b). It can also be observed that the degradation due to the
random allocation of training sequences is higher when
than when as it was predicted theoretically.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the benefits of a
PHY-MAC cross-layer design based on retransmission com-
bining for broadcast-based procedures in ad hoc networking,
where nodes are assumed to operate uncoordinatedly.

In the performance analysis, only MAC MPR collisions have
been considered first. We have derived the minimum throughput
per neighbor nodes may have with and without combining re-
transmissions. Retransmissions combining is shown to bring
substantial gains in throughput and to allow more fair distribu-
tion of the channel capacity among nodes with a very different
number of neighbors. Then, the rate at which nodes may ex-
change information is higher when retransmission combining is
possible. Achieved performance is independent of network size
and topology, but dependent of the number of neighbors of the
most connected node in the network .

Loss of performance due to the random allocation of training
sequences have been also tackled and quantified. The reduction
of the due to the inability to separate users when they
select the same training sequence, it is linked with the number
of used training sequences and the receiver complexity. A re-
alistic solution for reducing receiver complexity is proposed. It
is shown that obtaining gains from retransmission combining is
still possible when the number of training sequences is limited.
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